Signal Symbols used on drawings of ARTC lines in South Australia

**BASIC SYMBOL COMPONENTS:**
- Mainline signal head
- LED Indications
- Multi aspect incandescent (Searchlight)
- Absolute signal reflective marker plate
- Absolute signal marker lamp
- Absolute searchlight signal "C arm" (low speed)
- Permissive signal reflective marker plate
- Permissive signal marker lamp
- Three aspects Green / Yellow / Red
- Two aspects Green / Red
- Yellow / Red
- Fixed Red (LED)
- Grey indication - normally off
- Coloured indication - normally on
- One aspect

**DWARF SIGNALS**
(may be post mounted)
- "Three arm" LED
- Three Aspect Low speed Incandescent
- Yellow / Red
- Searchlight Low speed Incandescent

**EXAMPLES of LED**
- G-Y-R
- G-R
- G-Y-R/G-Y-R/Y
- R/G-Y-R
- G-Y-R
- G-R
- GY-R/G-R

**EXAMPLES of Searchlight**
- Absolute
- Absolute Junction
- Absolute Loop Departure
- Permissive Intermediate
- Permissive Junction Approach

1. Coloured lamp symbols indicate "normally illuminated". Symbols with all Grey lamps indicate "off until train approach".
2. Lamps illuminated depict the state without train movement or route set.